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An Oncological Nightmare Goes Unreported

It's summer, and many of my townspeople, fully 'vaxxed'/'boosted', after 24 hours in 
crowded airports, sharing in-flight air, return from the 10 day vacation 'on the continent'. 
I beg-off invites to hear how it was because it's 50/50 they'll be re-infected by morning. 
    Let me begin with a reminder; I'm not a doctor but I do read. So, everything I am 
about to report on comes with a 'reportedly', 'purportedly', or 'allegedly' attached to it.

We are experiencing an oncological nightmare, where young persons with no family 
history are diagnosed with a 'turbo cancer', which grows so rapidly it cannot be treated 
with chemo, and is reportedly the result of mRNA 'vaccinations'—especially 'boosters'.

Some oncologists report that most oncologists are unaware the mRNA 'vaccines' are 
the cause for this and give 'boosters' to their patients, which reportedly increase the 
cancer virulence—400 times. And making it worse, 'turbo cancers' show-up more in 
groups, such as health professionals, who were coerced/forced to be 'vaxxed/boosted'.

How can a cancer spread throughout a young person's body over weeks? And why 
is this not the lead story on the evening news? Reportedly because there are no follow-
up studies. The health agencies assure us that both mRNA and the 'spike protein' are 
out of the system in a few days—but no. Health agencies don't do their job (study not 
endorse), while independent researches find 'spike protein' 187 days after 'the jabs'.

In an unvaccinated person, infected with the virus, the immune system kills off the 
'spike protein' over a few days. And reportedly this was happening with the 'spike' con-
tained in the jabs, Now it is alleged that drug manufacturers also recognized this fact, 
adding something to the 'vaccines' to give the 'spike' needed longevity to avoid detec-
tion by the immune system—thus allowing the 'spike' required time to get into the cells.

'Spike longevity' allegedly causes 'immune compromise' and exhausted defenses 
cease to go after 'spike'—allowing cancer proliferation? 'Spike was already found in 
'myocarditis' patients long after injection, but now is detected in all organs—in a night-
mare scenario for remission and new cancers. Instead of a 5 to10 year cycle for can-
cers to reach 'stage 4', patients reportedly die in 6/12 months. Sadly, the biggest spike 
for 'all cause mortality', is in the 18/24 age group—a group thought to be at little risk. 

How does immune exhaustion' happen? Reportedly, a body, exhausted by a plethora 
of 'spike, develops an antigen that quits fighting the spike protein and fails to recognize 
prurient invaders—with a downstream effect of reduced immune cancer surveillance.



Without proper testing, the 1st problem was mRNA not staying in the area of injec-
tion but going systemic, and that made it uncontrollable. Along with that, up to 30%  of 
what's in Pfizer vials is reportedly contaminants, which is thought to be associated with 
'spike' being processed in organs not intended to produce spike. And there it stays, 
without medical science 'fail-safe' testing, for who knows how long, beating down an 
already weakened immune system, incapable of quelling proliferating cancer cells. 

What health agencies did with 'averse reaction' data defies reason—and seemingly 
betrays a non-compassion for the human condition. Most adverse reactions happen in 
close proximity to the event of the 'jab'—more with boosters than 'vaccinations'. 3/4s of 
adverse effects were ascribed to 'unvaccinated' because they came on during the 1st 
14 days, post 'jab', when those taking 'shots' were being identified as 'unvaccinated'.  

Whether this categorization was by design or not, never letting a good crisis go to 
waste, scorn for adverse reactions was coincidently heaped on the 'unvaccinated'—for 
which they were pilloried. Did health agencies assume fear would keep us compliant?

How many have even heard the term: 'turbo cancers'? How many are aware of prof-
ligate, stage 4 cancers in the 20/30 age group? Where is the reporting on how many 
months oncological  patients have to wait—just to be seen? Instead, regulators cheer 
on a 'new and improved' jab. But  have no fear—it was tested on 10 mice for 20 days.  

Meanwhile 2 'vaccines' and 2 or more 'boosters' roam along inside passages of bil-
lions of bodies, producing full-length 'spike protein' unbounded by antibodies. Exhaust-
ed immune systems look away—askance. As Dr. Tenpenny tells it—once it's in—it's in.

A little story: my mom had colon cancer, inoperable, but my dad being a force of na-
ture, made them operate. Before, the surgeon would discuss my mom's condition with 
me, he needed assurance I wasn't of my dad's disposition. Once satisfied, he ex-
plained that my mother had 4 ancient tumors, each contained/killed-off by her immune 
system—something surgeons see often—patients who beat cancer and never knew it. 

With millions of viruses in a body, the idea that medical science can go after 1 and 
not upset the balance of nature seems a preposterous denial of natural immunity. As-
suming 'spike protein' would behave as other proteins, short-lived, the agencies (cheer-
leaders), saw no necessity to conduct tests. With hubris they assumed public safety, 
and we inherited a future without a detection mechanism for synthetic spike-protein. 

To whatever extent medical elites understand what they have done, are they rush-
ing-in to make sure errors are not repeated? Not in the least. A new, mainly untested, 
'vaccine' is ready to roll-out, but knowing the global public is no longer as compliant to 
'propaganda from the insane', and variants are flu-like while risks associated with 'vac-
cines' are far worse than even imagined, there is no logic to support taking a 'shot'. As 
a result, the rebrand no longer advertises a 'booster'—this is your 'seasonal vaccine'.  

mRNA, 'spike protein' (from my vantage), is an enterprise grounded in greed, igno-
rance, and control.  As with all aspects of humanity, when natural order is mucked with, 
this invariably ends in tragedy. But this time is different: many individuals are dumbed-
down to 'low self-worth', having lost their ability to question and stand up for their rights.

Those who now regret taking the 'vaccines/boosters' will have a difficult time coming 
to terms with its realities, but there is more at stake here than our individual stories. 
Humanity is under attack 'from all sides', and greater risks may be in store than conse-
quences of mRNA. As in, the stark B/W, 1st 30 minutes of 'Schindler's List'. That's us.
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